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MIMO Block-Fading Channels
With Mismatched CSI

A. Taufiq Asyhari, Member, IEEE, and Albert Guillén i Fàbregas, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We study transmission over multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) block-fading channels with imperfect channel
state information (CSI) at both the transmitter and receiver.
Specifically, based on mismatched decoding theory for a fixed
channel realization, we investigate the largest achievable rates
with independent and identically distributed inputs and a nearest
neighbor decoder. We then study the corresponding information
outage probability in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime
and analyze the interplay between estimation error variances
at the transmitter and at the receiver to determine the optimal
outage exponent, defined as the high-SNR slope of the outage
probability plotted in a logarithmic-logarithmic scale against the
SNR. We demonstrate that despite operating with imperfect CSI,
power adaptation can offer substantial gains in terms of outage
exponent.

Index Terms—Block fading, diversity, generalized mutual in-
formation, imperfect channel state information, MIMO, mis-
matched decoding, multiple antenna, nearest neighbor decoding,
outage probability, outage exponent, power adaptation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The block-fading channel [1] is a commonly used model
to study delay-limited transmission over slowly-varying fading
channels. In such a channel, each codeword spans only a finite
number of fading blocks. The important feature of this model
is that the channel remains constant during a block (which
consists of several symbols) and varies from block to block
according to a certain probability distribution. Despite being
a very simple model, it is a useful model that captures the
non-ergodic nature of delay-limited transmission.

The information-outage probability [1] [2] is the fundamen-
tal performance indicator for block-fading channels undergo-
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ing non-ergodic fading. A key aspect that affects the outage
performance is the availability of channel state information
(CSI). A large body of works on block-fading channels assume
perfect CSI [3]–[9]. Perfect CSI at the receiver (CSIR) allows
for coherent decoding. Under perfect CSIR, nearest neighbor
decoding is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the error
probability [4] [10]. If CSI at the transmitter (CSIT) is avail-
able, the information-outage performance can be improved by
adaptive transmission, which in some cases leads to zero out-
age probability (see [5]–[9], [11]–[14] and references therein).

Different CSI setups for block-fading channels have been
studied in the literature. At the transmitter end, CSIT for
power adaptation can be causal or non-causal depending on
the system constraints. Full non-causal CSIT [6], [8], [9], [15]
is inspired by block-fading models that resemble instantaneous
parallel channels such as in orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) systems. In this setup, estimates of all
fading coefficients are available prior to transmission. Causal
CSIT is motivated by block-fading channels with time-domain
transmission. In this setup, considered in [7], [16], [17] with
perfect CSIT, only past fading estimates may be available
at the transmitter. In some systems, a number of future
fading estimates may be available at the transmitter prior to
transmission, effectively implementing predictive-CSIT power
allocation [18]. At the receiver end, given the nature of block
transmission, the decoder has to wait for the estimates of all
fading coefficients that affect the current codeword. References
[3]–[9], [15]–[17] have studied block-fading channels with
perfect CSIR.

The perfect CSI assumption implies that the nearest neigh-
bor decoder at the receiver and the power controller at the
transmitter have access to the exact fading coefficients. This is
too optimistic and impossible to guarantee in practical systems.
In this paper, we drop the perfect CSI assumption and study
the reliability of a communication system that employs nearest
neighbor decoding and power adaptation with imperfect CSI.
Furthermore, we model the imperfect CSIT as a noisy version
of the actual fading and the imperfect CSIR as a noisy version
of a parameter that captures both the adapted power level and
fading. This CSIR model is particularly closer to practice as
compared to the setups used in the vast majority of previous
works, e.g., [4]–[8], [15], [19]–[21], where CSIR is only
characterized by fading coefficients. This is so because in
practice not only the fading but also the data power is unknown
a priori, especially when the power is continually adapted to
channel conditions.

This paper proposes a unified framework for studying
mismatched CSI at both communicating terminals in block-
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fading channels. In particular, we study the generalized mutual
information (GMI) [22] [23] of the nearest neighbor decoder.
The GMI is an achievable rate when a fixed decoding rule—
which is not necessarily the channel likelihood—is employed
[24]. In our context, the GMI is the maximum rate for which
under a fixed fading, data power and their estimates, the error
probability of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
codebooks is guaranteed to vanish as the codeword length
tends to infinity. As the fading, data power and their estimates
vary from one codeword to another, the generalized outage
probability—the probability that the instantaneous GMI is less
than the target coding rate R—provides an error probability
benchmark of a good code for sufficiently large block length.

We focus the analysis in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
regime. In particular, we study the outage exponent defined by

d , lim
P→∞

− logPgout(R)

logP
(1)

where Pgout(R) is the generalized outage probability and P
is the average data SNR. For full non-causal CSIT power
allocation, we obtain the outage exponent df

icsi as

df
icsi = du

csir

(
min(1, d̂e) + du

csird̃e

)
(2)

where the CSIT and CSIR error variances are parametrized
as P−d̃e and P−(d̂e−1), respectively, and du

csir is the perfect
CSIR outage exponent with uniform power allocation across
all fading blocks and transmit antennas. This relationship holds
for both Gaussian and discrete inputs. This result generalizes
all previous outage exponent results in [4], [6], [8], [15], [21]
and suggests that power adaptation based on imperfect CSIT
offers performance improvements irrespectively how poor the
CSIR quality is. The significance of employing full non-
causal CSIT power adaptation is well illustrated by the outage
exponent in (2). While having CSIR only provides gains that
scale linearly with du

csir, i.e., min(1, d̂e)d
u
csir, investing efforts

in obtaining minimally accurate CSIT (d̃e > 0) yields gains
that scale quadratically with du

csir, i.e., (du
csir)

2d̃e. The region
of mismatched CSIR exponent d̂e ≥ 1 corresponds to the
“nearly perfect” CSIR criterion as the outage exponent (2)
coincides with the perfect-CSIR outage exponent [6] [8]. This
criterion strengthens a similar criterion in our earlier work
[21] that considered uniform power allocation. As shown
in the paper, for causal and predictive CSIT, in addition to
mismatched CSIT and CSIR exponents d̃e, d̂e, the delay and
the prediction parameters also affect the outage exponent. In
principle, full non-causal, causal- and predictive-CSIT power
adaptation reduce communication outages through inverting
the channel effects and controlling the CSIR quality for
decoding purposes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the system model. Section III provides the relevant
information-theoretic background. Section IV presents our
main results on outage exponents. Discussions and connections
with previous results in the literature are provided in Section
V. Section VI summarizes the important points of the paper
and provides some practical implications for the results. Proofs
of the main results can be found in the appendices.

Fig. 1. System model for MIMO block-fading channels with imperfect CSI
at both terminals.

Notation: Scalar, vector and matrix variables are charac-
terized with normal (non-boldfaced), boldfaced lowercase,
and sans serif uppercase letters, respectively. Im denotes the
m × m identity matrix. The symbols †, ‖ · ‖ and ‖ · ‖F
represent the conjugate transpose, the Euclidean norm of a
vector and the Frobenius norm of a matrix, respectively.
Random variables are denoted by uppercase letters X and
realizations by lowercase letters x; random vectors are de-
noted by boldfaced uppercase letters X and realizations by
boldfaced lowercase letters x; random matrices are denoted
by blackboard upper case letters X and realizations by sans
serif uppercase letters X. The exponential equality f(x)

.
= xd

indicates that limx→∞
log f(x)

log x = d as defined in [25]. The
exponential inequalities

.
≤ and

.
≥ are similarly defined. The

symbols �, �, � and ≺ describe componentwise inequality
≥, ≤, > and <. Expectation is denoted by � [·]. Sets are
denoted by calligraphic fonts with the complement denoted
by superscript c. The indicator function is defined by 1{·};
bxc (dxe) denotes the largest (smallest) integer smaller (larger)
than or equal to x, and [x]+ , max(0, x).

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model is depicted in Fig. 1. We consider a
MIMO block-fading channel with nt transmit antennas, nr

receive antennas and B fading blocks per codeword. The
output of the channel for block b is an nr × J-dimensional
random matrix

Yb = HbP
1
2

b Xb + Zb, b = 1, . . . , B (3)

where Zb is the nr × J-dimensional random noise matrix
and Xb ∈ Xnt×J is the transmitted signal matrix; J and
X ⊆ � denote the channel block length and the signal
constellation, respectively. We assume that the entries of Zb
are i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean
and unit variance. The (nr × nt)-dimensional random matrix
Hb denotes the fading for block b and is assumed to be i.i.d.
from block to block. Furthermore, the (nr×nt) entries of Hb
are i.i.d. zero-mean unit-variance complex Gaussian random
variables. It follows that the magnitude for each entry of Hb
is Rayleigh distributed.

A codeword that represents a message m ∈ {1, . . . , 2BJR}
to be transmitted is denoted by X(m) = {X1(m), . . . ,XB(m)}
where R is the target coding rate. The BJ entries of X are
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drawn i.i.d. from a probability distribution over Xnt . Herein
we focus on zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian inputs and
equiprobable discrete inputs of size |X | = 2M . We further
assume that the coding rate R is a fixed positive constant;
hence the multiplexing gain [25] is zero. Finally, we assume
that the constellations have average unit energy.

We focus our attention on an additive-noise CSI model. This
model accurately represents pilot-aided channel estimation
that exploits channel reciprocity [26] [27] and utilizes pilot
symbols at both the forward and reverse link of a time-division
duplex (TDD) system.

At the transmitter, the CSIT is given by the noisy fading
matrix

CSIT H̃b = Hb + Ẽb (4)

where Ẽb is the CSIT noise matrix whose entries are assumed
to be i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with zero
mean and variance given by ε̃2 = P−d̃e , and where P is
the average data SNR. This model considers the CSIT quality
that improves with the average transmission power P for the
forward link of the TDD system. The CSIT quality is typically
proportional to the reciprocal of the power for the reverse
link transmission. Parameter d̃e > 0, denoting the CSIT-error
diversity, is thus incorporated to reflect the difference between
the forward and reverse link powers and to gain further insights
on the impacts of CSIT quality in the system performance.

The CSIT acquired by the transmitter is used to perform
power allocation across fading blocks. The power matrix Pb ∈
�nt×nt is a diagonal matrix. Power allocation at block b (6)
is performed after knowing the noisy CSIT matrix

H̃(n(b)) =
[
H̃1, . . . , H̃n(b)

]
(5)

where n(b) is the number of fading blocks used for power
adaptation. In particular, we use a scaled identity power matrix

Pb(H̃(n(b))) =
Pb(H̃(n(b)))

nt
Int (6)

where Pb(H̃(n(b))) denotes the scalar power coefficient. Ac-
cording to [6], [8], [21, App. D], [25], the scaled identity
power matrix is optimum when it comes to outage exponent
(1). Depending on n(b) we have the following cases.
• Full non-causal-CSIT power allocation if n(b) = B for

all b = 1, . . . , B. Fading estimates for the whole B
blocks in a codeword are available at the transmitter
prior to transmission. This setup is relevant for orthogonal
multi-carrier transmission such as OFDM, where data
transmission occurs in the frequency domain and full
information about all fading estimates is used for power
allocation.

• Causal-CSIT power allocation if n(b) = b − τd with
a fixed delay τd > 0 for any b = 1, . . . , B. This
corresponds to CSIT being limited only to the past
imperfect fading estimates due to the delay τd. This setup
is motivated by block-fading channels with time-domain
transmission for which only past fading estimates may be
available at the transmitter.

• Predictive-CSIT power allocation if n(b) = b + τf with

a fixed τf ≥ 0 (indicating the number of predicted
fading blocks) for any b = 1, . . . , B. This corresponds to
CSIT including past, current and a number of predicted
future fading estimates. This setup is also relevant for
instantaneous parallel transmission such as in OFDM
where (possibly) not all fading blocks are used for
power allocation. More specifically, for each fading block
b = 1, . . . , B, only (n(b) = b + τf) fading matrices are
used for allocating power at block b.

For the above power allocation schemes, the corresponding
long-term average power constraint is given by

�

[
1

B

B∑
b=1

tr
(

Pb(H̃(n(b)))
)]
≤ P. (7)

At the receiver, two CSI elements, namely the adapted
power levels and fading coefficients, are crucial for reliable
decoding. As both components are not available a priori, the
receiver needs to estimate them. Instead of estimating both
components separately, the receiver can choose to estimate
both variables in a single entity, namely Vb = HbP

1
2

b . This
give rises to a noisy CSIR model

CSIR V̂b = Vb + Êb (8)

where Êb is the CSIR noise matrix whose entries are inde-
pendent of Ẽb and assumed to be i.i.d. complex Gaussian
random variables with zero mean and variance given by
ε̂2 = P−(d̂e−1). Parameter d̂e > 0 denotes the CSIR-error
diversity and indicates the quality improvement factor of the
CSIR. Furthermore, the exponent d̂e− 1 can be related to the
average power used for channel estimation (See Section V-A
for the details).

This CSIR closely resembles setups used in pilot-aided
channel estimation where instead of estimating fading alone,
the receiver jointly estimates both power and fading. This
generalizes various models used in [6], [8], [13], [18], [21],
[28].

Nearest neighbor decoding is used to infer the transmitted
message. Due to its optimality under perfect CSIR and its
simplicity, this decoder is widely used in practice even when
perfect CSIR is not available. The decoder treats the imperfect
CSIR as if it were perfect. The decoder first computes the
following metric for a given Y = [Y1, . . . ,YB ] and imperfect
CSIR V̂ = V̂ =

[
V̂1, . . . , V̂B

]
,

Q
(

Y, V̂,X(m)
)
∝ exp

(
−

B∑
b=1

∥∥∥Yb − V̂Xb(m)
∥∥∥2

F

)
(9)

and then outputs

m̂ = arg max
m∈{1,...,2BJR}

Q
(

Y, V̂,X(m)
)
. (10)

III. INFORMATION-THEORETIC PRELIMINARIES

For the nearest neighbor rule in (10), and for a given
fading H, its corresponding CSIR V̂ and the power matrix P,
the average error probability—averaged over the ensemble of
random codebooks whose entries are generated i.i.d. with input
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distribution PX(x) (i.i.d. codebooks)—can be upper-bounded
using the generalized Gallager bound [22] (see also [21] [23])

P̄e

(
H, V̂,P

)
≤ 2−BJE

Q
r (R,H,V̂,P) (11)

where the mismatched decoding error exponent is

EQr

(
R,H, V̂,P

)
= sup

s>0
0≤ρ≤1

1

B

B∑
b=1

EQ0

(
s, ρ; Hb, V̂b,Pb

(
H̃(n(b))

))
− ρR (12)

and

EQ0

(
s, ρ; Hb, V̂b,Pb

(
H̃(n(b))

))
=

= − log2 �

�
Q

(
Y , V̂b,X

′
)

Q
(
Y , V̂b,X

)
s

∣∣∣∣∣∣X,Y ,Hb, V̂b, H̃(n(b))

ρ

∣∣∣∣Hb = Hb, V̂b = V̂b, H̃(n(b)) = H̃(n(b))

 (13)

is the generalized Gallager function [22].

For sufficiently large block length J , the error behavior of
(11) depends on the positivity of EQr (R,H, V̂,P). It has been
shown in [21] [22] that EQr (R,H, V̂,P) is strictly positive for
R ≤ Igmi(H, V̂,P) − ε for some ε > 0 and zero otherwise,
where

Igmi(H, V̂,P) = sup
s>0

1

B

B∑
b=1

Igmi
b (s,Hb, V̂b,Pb) (14)

is the generalized mutual information (GMI) for fading H,
CSIR V̂ and power level P, and

Igmi
b (s,Hb, V̂b,Pb) =

�

log2

Qs
(
Y , V̂b,X

)
�

[
Qs
(
Y , V̂b,X ′

)∣∣∣Y ,Hb, V̂b,Pb]
∣∣∣∣∣∣Hb, V̂b,Pb

 .
(15)

As the fading, CSIR and power level vary from block to block,
the generalized outage probability, defined by

Pgout(R) , Pr
{
Igmi(H, V̂,P) < R

}
, (16)

characterizes the Gallager bound on the RHS of (11) as the
block length J tends to infinity. Furthermore, this random
coding characterization implies that in general, Pgout(R) is
only an achievable error probability, but may not be the
smallest error probability due to the absence of a general
converse theorem. However, for i.i.d. codebooks, it has been
shown in [21] based on the results in [29]–[31] that Pgout(R)
is the smallest possible error probability for block-fading
channels. Therefore, for i.i.d. codebooks with sufficiently large
block length, Pgout(R) is the natural fundamental limit of the
channel.

We are interested in characterizing the behavior of Pgout(R)
at high SNR. One important figure of merit is the outage
diversity or outage exponent defined as in (1), i.e.,

d , lim
P→∞

− logPgout(R)

logP
. (17)

In words, the d is the high-SNR slope of Pgout(R) plotted in
a logarithmic-logarithmic scale against the SNR. Our previous
work [21] showed that with uniform power allocation the
outage exponent is a function of the perfect-CSIR outage
exponent and the quality of the imperfect CSIR d̂e as1

du
icsir = min(1, d̂e)× du

csir (18)

where superscript u denotes the uniform power allocation, the
subscript csir denotes perfect CSIR. From [5] [32], we have
that

du
csir =

{
Bntnr, for Gaussian inputs
nr

(
1 +

⌊
B
(
nt − R

M

)⌋)
, for discrete inputs

(19)
where M , log2 |X |. The result in (18) implies that if the
variance of the fading estimation error at the receiver decays
faster than or equal to 1/P , the perfect-CSIR diversity is
achievable. Otherwise, the imperfect-CSIR diversity is smaller
than the perfect-CSIR diversity.

If CSIT is available, then the transmitter can adapt its trans-
mission power to minimize the generalized outage probability.
The underlying idea is that in a very bad channel realization,
power can be saved and used when channel conditions im-
prove. References [9] [33] showed that if perfect CSI is avail-
able at both terminals, then zero outage is possible, implying
that the delay-limited capacity [34] is positive. References [6]
[8] extended the results to perfect CSIR and imperfect full
non-causal-CSIT setup. In this case, the outage exponent is
given by

df
icsit = du

csir

(
1 + du

csird̃e

)
(20)

where the superscript f is used to indicate results with full
non-causal CSIT. Assuming perfect CSIR, reference [18]
considered cases where imperfect causal or predictive CSIT
is available. In those cases, the outage exponent is given as a
function of the CSIT-error diversity d̃e and the CSIT delay τd
or the CSIT prediction parameter τf .

In this work, we find the outage exponents with imperfect
CSI at both ends using nearest neighbor decoding and power
allocation. In particular, the power allocation algorithm is
given by the solution to the following optimization problem

minimize Pgout(R)

subject to �

[
1

B

B∑
b=1

tr
(

Pb
(
H̃(n(b))

))]
≤ P

diag
(

Pb
(
H̃(n(b))

))
� 0, b = 1, . . . , B.

(21)

Solving the above optimization problem can be difficult in gen-
eral. Given our CSIT and CSIR models, finding the minimum-
outage solution can be difficult since Pgout(R) depends on

1For uniform power allocation where power is not adapted to CSIT, it is
reasonable to assume that the power level is perfectly known at the receiver.
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Fig. 2. Interplay of the CSIT-error diversity d̃e, the CSIR-error diversity d̂e
and the outage exponents for full non-causal CSIT power allocation in 2× 1
MIMO channels with Gaussian inputs.

the probability distribution of the GMI, which is difficult to
evaluate analytically. Nevertheless, we will see that despite
this difficulty, studying the behavior of the optimal solution at
high SNR is possible.

IV. OUTAGE EXPONENTS

The solution to the power allocation in (21) depends on
whether the CSIT is full non-causal, causal or predictive.
Therefore, we will separately study the outage exponent for
each type of CSIT.

A. Full Non-Causal-CSIT Power Allocation

Theorem 1 (Full Non-Causal CSIT): For full non-causal
CSIT (where n(b) = B in (5)), the outage exponent df

icsi

of MIMO block-fading channels with nt transmit antennas,
nr receive antennas, B fading blocks, CSIT-error diversity
d̃e and CSIR-error diversity d̂e for Gaussian and discrete
constellations is

df
icsi = du

csir

(
min(1, d̂e) + du

csird̃e

)
(22)

where du
csir is the perfect-CSIR outage exponent with uniform

power allocation, given in (19).
Proof: See Appendix B.

The result in Theorem 1 highlights the roles of CSIT
and CSIR qualities in determining the outage exponent with
full non-causal CSIT power allocation. The mismatched-CSI
outage exponent is completely determined by du

csir, the CSIT-
error diversity d̃e and the CSIR-error diversity d̂e.

Fig. 2 illustrates the resulting outage exponent as a function
of d̂e and d̃e. For a given CSIR quality (fixed d̂e), we observe
that power adaptation with an acceptable CSIT quality (d̃e >
0) will always be beneficial in improving the outage exponent.
By comparing the result in Theorem 1 with equation (18), we
see that the additional diversity gain due to power control is
given by

df
icsi − du

icsir = (du
csir)

2
d̃e (23)

which is linearly proportional to the CSIT quality.

For a given CSIT quality (fixed d̃e), the outage exponent
scales linearly with the CSIR-error diversity d̂e up to the
saturating point d̂e = 1. When d̂e < 1, unreliable CSIR affects
the outage exponent and its impacts are particularly significant
when the CSIT quality is poor (small d̃e). Furthermore, when
d̂e < 1 and d̃e = 0, the mismatched CSIR dominates outage
events as indicated by the outage exponent that is directly
proportional to the CSIR-error diversity d̂e. This observation
is consistent with the explanation in [21] where CSIR errors
introduce supplementary outage events (in addition to deep
fades) and poor CSIR contributes to a smaller outage diversity.
If d̂e ≥ 1, then, irrespective how large d̂e, we achieve a
diversity

df
icsi = du

csir

(
1 + du

csird̃e

)
(24)

which coincides with the perfect-CSIR outage diversity (20),
cf. [6] [8].

The aforementioned roles of d̃e and d̂e on the outage
exponent can be intuitively explained as follows. As discussed
in [21, Sec. V], imperfect CSIR promotes additional outage
events in addition to deep fades, yielding the CSIR-error
diversity d̂e in the outage exponent expression (18). The role
of CSIT is to facilitate power adaptation in order to reduce
the number of outage events, not only due to deep fades, but
also due to erroneous CSIR. This benefit is well demonstrated
in Fig. 2 where for any given CSIR quality, power adaptation
is able to improve the outage exponent. How significant the
improvement is depends on the CSIT quality.

The result in Theorem 1 is consistent with previous results
in the literature. In particular, we recover the mismatched-
CSIT perfect-CSIR outage exponent in [6] [8] by letting
d̂e ↑ ∞, and the no-CSIT mismatched-CSIR outage exponent
in [21] by letting d̃e ↓ 0. The generality of Theorem 1 allows
to strengthen the insights gained from the earlier works. One
of the main conclusions in [6] [8] is that under perfect CSIR,
where the exact fading and data power information is sup-
posedly given at the receiver, power control—even with noisy
CSIT—provides improvement on the outage performance. As
demonstrated in Theorem 1, this insight continues to hold even
when the CSIR that captures both fading and power level is
noisy. This analysis suggests that even with unideal settings
where CSI may not be perfectly known, the use of power
adaptation for MIMO transmission is beneficial.

B. Causal-CSIT Power Allocation

Theorem 2 (Causal CSIT): Consider a MIMO block-fading
channel with nt transmit antennas, nr receive antennas, B
fading blocks, CSIT-error diversity d̃e and CSIR-error diversity
d̂e. For causal CSIT with delay τd > 0 (where n(b) = b− τd
in (5)), the outage exponent dc

icsi for Gaussian inputs is given
by

dc
icsi = ntnr

B∑
b=1

υb (25)
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where

υb ,


min

(
1, d̂e

)
, for b = 1, . . . , τd

min
(
1, d̂e

)
+ ntnr

∑b−τd
b′=1 min

(
υb′ , d̃e

)
,

for b = τd + 1, . . . , B.

(26)

On the other hand, the outage exponent dc
icsi for discrete inputs

is given by

dc
icsi = ntnr

b̂∑
b=1

ϑb + nr

(
d‡ − b̂nt

)
ϑb+1 (27)

where

d‡ , Bnt −
⌈
BR

M

⌉
+ 1 (28)

b̂ , max
{b: bnt≤d‡}

b (29)

ϑb ,


min

(
1, d̂e

)
b = 1, . . . ,min(τd, b̂+ 1)

min
(
1, d̂e

)
+ nrnt

∑b−τd
b′=1 min(ϑb′ , d̃e),

b = min(τd, b̂+ 1) + 1, . . . , b̂+ 1.
(30)

Proof: See Appendix C.
Causal CSIT corresponds to the case of having access to

CSIT at previous fading blocks up to a certain delay. Theorem
2 captures the effects of the delay parameter τd and its
interplay with the CSI quality on the outage exponent. The
trade-off among the outage exponent, delay parameter τd, the
CSIT quality indicator d̃e and the CSIR quality indicator d̂e
is described by the recursive functions of υb in (26) and ϑb in
(30).

Due to the non-negativity of υb, ϑb, b = 1, . . . , B and d̃e,
we can show for both Gaussian and discrete inputs that

υb ≥ min(1, d̂e), b = 1, . . . B, (31)

ϑb ≥ min(1, d̂e), b = 1, . . . ,min(τd, b̂+ 1) (32)

with equality if d̃e = 0 or

τd ≥ τth =

{
B for Gaussian inputs
b̂+ 1 for discrete inputs.

(33)

Both cases d̃e = 0 and τd ≥ τth yield the same outage
exponent as uniform power allocation. For d̃e = 0, this means
that power adaptation is not effective due to poor CSIT quality.
The case τd ≥ τth corresponds to ineffective power adaptation
due to a large CSIT delay. This later case is similar to the result
in [7]. Indeed, the result in [7] is an instance of Theorem 2
with infinite d̂e.

Similarly to the full non-causal-CSIT case, causal-CSIT
power allocation improves the outage exponent by mitigating
communication outages due to fading and noisy CSIR. For any
given CSIR quality (fixed d̂e), the improvement is possible
provided that the CSIT quality is acceptable (d̃e > 0) and the
CSIT delay is not too long (τd < τth).

Despite a fewer number of CSIT blocks used for power
adaptatation as compared to the full non-causal-CSIT case, it

is still possible to improve the communication performance
using causal CSIT. The intuitive explanation is as follows. As
a codeword spans B fading blocks, any part of the codeword
may experience severe fading or CSIR errors in several initial
blocks. Power adaptation in the subsequent blocks—where
information about previous fading estimates is available—can
be employed to ensure that the remaining blocks will be less
affected by fading and imperfect CSIR. Due to a fewer number
of CSIT blocks for power adaptation, the outage exponent for
the causal-CSIT case is smaller than that for the full non-
causal-CSIT case.

With perfect CSI at both the transmitter and receiver (d̂e ↑
∞ and d̃e ↑ ∞), the outage exponent with causal CSIT is
always finite for any value of τd > 0. This means that at
high SNR, the slope of the generalized outage probability with
respect to logP is finite and zero outage is not possible with
finite SNR. It thus follows that the delay-limited capacity [34]
is zero.

C. Predictive-CSIT Power Allocation

Theorem 3 (Predictive CSIT): Consider a MIMO block-
fading channel with nt transmit antennas, nr receive antennas,
B fading blocks, CSIT-error diversity d̃e and CSIR-error
diversity d̂e. For predictive CSIT (where n(b) = b + τf in
(5), τf ≥ 0), the outage exponent dp

icsi for Gaussian inputs is
given by

dp
icsi = ntnr

B∑
b=1

(
min(1, d̂e) + ntnr min (B, b+ τf) d̃e

)
.

(34)
On the other hand, the outage exponent dp

icsi for discrete inputs
is given by

dp
icsi = ntnr

b̂∑
b=1

ηb + nr

(
d‡ − b̂nt

)
ηb+1 (35)

where d‡ and b̂ are defined in (28) and (29), respectively, and

ηb ,

{
min(1, d̂e) + ntnr (b+ τf) d̃e, b+ τf ≤ b̂
min(1, d̂e) + nrd

‡d̃e, b+ τf > b̂.
(36)

Proof: See Appendix D.
Theorem 3 characterizes the interplay of the prediction

parameter τf , the CSI qualities indicated by d̃e and d̂e, and
the outage exponent. We can see by comparing (34) and (35)
with (18) that for any prediction parameter τf ≥ 0 and d̃e > 0,
predictive-CSIT power adaptation is capable of improving the
outage exponent. In particular, if the number of predicted
fading blocks as indicated by τf satisfies

τf ≥
{
B − 1, for Gaussian inputs
b̂, for discrete inputs,

(37)

then the outage exponent obtained with predictive CSIT is the
same as that obtained with full non-causal CSIT.

Predictive CSIT reflects the case when the number of CSIT
blocks for power adaptation is “in between” the causal CSIT
and full-non-causal CSIT. The outage exponent for predictive
CSIT is higher than that for causal CSIT because more number
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of fading blocks are used for adapting the power. Whether
causal CSIT can improve the outage exponent depends on how
long the CSIT delay is, whereas predictive CSIT will always
offer additional outage gains. Incorporating the prediction
parameter τf reveals that in order to achieve the maximum
outage gain, it may not be necessary to have full non-causal
CSIT information prior transmission. In fact, for discrete
inputs, we only need to have CSIT access up to b̂ future blocks.

As mentioned in the system model, predictive CSIT is
mostly relevant to OFDM-type of data transmission where τf
can be flexibly specified depending on the complexity. For
time-domain transmission, predicting the future channel real-
izations, especially when the fading process is independent,
seems to be unrealistic.

From Theorems 1, 2 and 3, we note that irrespective of full
non-causal, causal or predictive CSIT power allocation, the
condition d̂e ≥ 1 corresponds to a “nearly perfect” CSIR cri-
terion as the outage exponent achieved under imperfect CSIR
is identical to that achieved under perfect CSIR (d̂e ↑ ∞).
This extends a similar criterion in [21] where uniform power
allocation is considered.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Pilot-Assisted Channel Estimation

The CSI models in (4) and (8) are an abstraction of pilot-
based channel estimation for which two-way pilot transmis-
sions are used for estimating relevant channel information at
both terminals. Channel estimations exploit the slow nature of
the fading process and channel reciprocity in TDD systems.
The channel remains constant for block b and thus, the two-
way pilot transmissions for estimating Hb at the transmitter
and (Pb,Hb) at the receiver occur within the block b. For
orthogonal pilot design [20] [35], where orthogonal vectors
are used to estimate the (nr × nt) entries of the channel
matrix at block b, b = 1, . . . , B, these transmissions require
(nt +nr) channel uses and are done prior transmitting the data
for block b. Since the transmitter has access to noisy fading
coefficients up to block b, for block-fading channels with
time-domain transmission, only causal-CSIT power allocation
with delay τd > 0 or predictive-CSIT power allocation with
τf = 0 is realistic. On the other hand, for block fading
channels with frequency-domain transmission (such as multi-
carrier transmission and OFDM), the full non-causal CSIT
assumption is of practical relevance.

The CSI to be estimated at the transmitter and receiver is not
equivalent. At the transmitter side, CSIT consists of estimates
of the fading matrix for power adaptation. At the receiver side,
CSIR comprises estimates of the fading matrix and data power
that are required by the nearest neighbor decoder (10).

Suppose that orthogonal pilots [20] [35] are employed and
for each training symbol only one antenna is active at a
time. This requires nt time instants to transmit pilot symbols
from the transmitter and nr time instants to transmit pilot
symbols from the receiver. Assume that at block b, the receiver
initiates transmission of a scaled unity pilot symbol with power
P d̃e , which will be used to estimate the fading matrix at the
transmitter. When the receive antenna r is active in sending

the pilot symbol, the transmitter obtains an observation at the
transmit antenna t as

Ỹb,r,t =
√
P d̃eHb,r,t + Z̃b,r,t (38)

where Z̃b,r,t is zero-mean unit-variance complex-Gaussian
noise at the transmitter. Dividing (38) by

√
P d̃e leads to the

CSIT model in (4). Upon computing the data power based on
the obtained CSIT, the data power information is embedded
into pilot symbols that will be sent to the receiver. Depending
on the pilot power constraint, the transmitter scales the data
power by κnt where κ ≥ 0 is a predefined constant. Recalling
the power structure in (6), the resulting pilot power for each
transmit antenna is effectively given by κPb(H̃(n(b))). With this
strategy, the pilot symbols satisfy an average power constraint

�

[
1

B

B∑
b=1

κPb(H̃(n(b)))
]
≤ κP. (39)

Further assuming that the pilot symbols are simply power
scaling, we have that when the transmit antenna t emits a
pilot symbol, the receiver observes at the receive antenna r

Ŷb,r,t = Hb,r,t

√
κPb(H̃(n(b))) + Ẑb,r,t (40)

where Ẑb,r,t is zero-mean unit-variance complex-Gaussian
noise at the receiver and is independent from the noise at the
transmitter Z̃b,r,t. Dividing (40) by

√
κ and setting κ = P d̂e−1,

d̂e > 0 to give various CSIR qualities lead to the CSIR model
in (8) that captures both fading and power estimates at the
receiver. The parameter κ is a constant and it is thus reasonable
to be known at both terminals prior to transmission. By sub-
stituting κ = P d̂e−1 in (39), we observe that d̂e characterizes
the exponent of the average pilot power constraint, i.e. P d̂e .
A special case d̂e = 1 corresponds to allocating the same
amount of power to the data symbols and the pilot symbols at
the transmitter, which in turn yields the same outage exponent
as the perfect-CSIR case [13], [28], [36]. Even though equal
pilot and data powers at the transmitter may justify perfect
CSIR analysis of the outage exponent, the generalized outage
probability can still improve if the pilot power is higher than
the data power as shown in [21].

The aforementioned pilot-based estimation is precisely
maximum-likelihood (ML) channel estimation [19]. In the
limit of J →∞, the pilot fraction nt+nr

J vanishes and hence,
the pilot insertion does not affect the outage exponents in
Theorems 1, 2 and 3.

We provide a characterization on different CSIR qualities
based on the model that jointly estimates fading and data
power at the receiver. This model assumes that the list of
codewords are available at the receiver, but the data power
Pb(H̃(n(b))) and fading Hb are not known a priori. Compared
to the models used in the vast majority of previous works (see,
e.g., [4]–[8], [15], [19]–[21]) where the CSIR corresponds
to fading realizations alone, this model is more realistic,
especially when the data power is dynamically adapted to the
channel conditions. As the receiver needs to obtain Pb(H̃(n(b)))
for decoding, we need to embed this information into the pilot
symbols.
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Incorporating data power information into the pilot symbols
turns out to be a good design approach. This insight can be
confirmed by comparing the results in this paper with our
earlier results [37] [38]. In those works, the CSIR is the
fading information and pilot symbols from the transmitter (for
channel estimation at the receiver) have a fixed power P d̂e ,
which in turn yields CSIR

Ĥb,r,t = Hb,r,t +Wb,r,t. (41)

Herein Wb,r,t is zero-mean variance P−d̂e complex Gaussian,
representing the CSIR noise. Even after assuming the avail-
ability of data power information at the receiver (provided by a
genie), the outage exponent for full non-causal CSIT achieved
with this fixed pilot power is given by [37] [38]

df
icsi = du

csir ×min
(
d̂e, 1 + du

csird̃e

)
, (42)

which is generally smaller than the outage exponent in Theo-
rem 1. The main weakness of the fixed pilot power for CSIR
estimation is that the CSIR quality is not being adapted to the
current power used for data transmission. When the data power
is high, the fixed pilot power cannot adjust the CSIR quality
accordingly. On the other hand, when the data power is low,
the fixed pilot power implies that excessive resources may have
been spent without translating to outage gains. The extreme
case when the data power is zero2, the pilot symbols are
still transmitted with a positive power, yielding unnecessary
spending of resources.

We can further gain insights from the preceding explanation.
If we employ separate estimation of data power and fading at
the receiver, how much the outage exponent can we expect?
If the fading is also estimated using the pilot power P d̂e , then
the outage exponent in (42) serves as the maximum outage
diversity that can be achieved. This is so because the outage
exponent in (42) assumes imperfect fading estimation at the
receiver and is achieved when the data power is perfectly
known at the receiver. Any kind of imperfect estimation of
data power will degrade the performance. This confirms that
separate estimation of data power and fading is inferior to joint
estimation of both parameters.

B. Comments on Achievable Rates

The technique used to derive the outage exponent is based
on the GMI, which is the largest achievable rate for i.i.d.
generated codebooks [24], [29], [30] and nearest neighbor
decoding. Therefore, the result in Theorems 1, 2 and 3 is the
optimal diversity for i.i.d. codebooks (Gaussian or discrete)
and a nearest neighbor decoder. An improved achievable rate
(LM rate) can be obtained with codewords satisfying a good
cost constraint [24] [29]. The main difficulty of using LM rate
is the optimization over all possible cost functions, which in
general cannot be solved analytically.

Several works in the literature studied a similar outage
exponent problem, but used different information rates as a

2This occurs when for a given power constraint, we cannot invert the
channel effects to mitigate outages and the best strategy is just to accept
outages.

departure point [13], [28], [36]. For simplicity and for the
sake of comparison, we consider a single-input single-output
(SISO) quasi-static channel (B = 1). References [13], [28],
[36] assumed Gaussian inputs and linear minimum mean-
squared error (LMMSE) channel estimation at the receiver,
where the estimate Ĥ is related to the actual fading H as

H = Ĥ + Ê (43)

and where Ê is the scalar fading estimation error having zero
mean and variance P−d̂e . Thus, from (3) and (43) we can
write the input-output relationship as

Y =
√
PĤx +

√
P
(
H − Ĥ

)
x + Z (44)

where Y and Z are the random received and noise vectors,
respectively, which take values on �J ; x is the J-dimensional
input vector; P is the transmission power. Since every real-
ization of Ĥ is known at the receiver, the argument in [13],
[28], [36] is that one can treat the term

√
P (H − Ĥ)x as an

additional noise term. It was further argued in [28] [36] that
by modeling the signal-dependent noise

Z ′ =
√
P
(
H − Ĥ

)
x + Z (45)

as a zero-mean Gaussian noise with i.i.d. entries and each
having variance 1 + P |H − Ĥ|2, one can obtain a rate that
is claimed to be a lower bound to the instantaneous mutual
information as [28]

I(H, Ĥ, P ) = log2

(
1 +

P |Ĥ|2

1 + P |H − Ĥ|2

)
. (46)

The above expression leads to an outage exponent that is
obtained by studying

Pr
{
I(H, Ĥ, P ) < R

}
= Pr

{
log2

(
1 +

P |Ĥ|2

1 + P |H − Ĥ|2

)
< R

}
. (47)

Interestingly, following the steps used in [21, App. D] for
B = 1, the GMI can be lower-bounded as

Igmi(H, Ĥ, P ) ≥ log2

(
1 +

P |Ĥ|2

1 + P |H − Ĥ|2

)
− 1

log 2
.

(48)
In the high-SNR regime, the constant difference between (46)
and the right-hand side (RHS) of (48) does not affect the
outage exponents. Thus, it is not surprising that for the case
under consideration, our results are identical to the results in
[28] [36].3

Rate (46) seems to be easier to evaluate than the GMI.
However, there are some technical problems associated with
the derivation of (46), which we explain in the following.

3Although LMMSE channel estimation is slightly different to our CSIR
model that resembles maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation, the variances of
the fading estimation error for both estimations have a similar high-SNR
behavior [19]. For the purpose of comparing our approach with the approach
in [13], [28], [36], we use a constant data power P . It can be shown that using
this constant power, the difference between the LMMSE and ML estimations
does not affect the outage exponent.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the densities of the GMI and and the lower bound
(46) with fading realization H = 1, transmission power P = 1 (unit power)
and CSIR-error variance ε̂2 = 0.1.

• To the best of our knowledge, there is no explicit proof
on the achievability of I(H, Ĥ, P ) for fixed fading and
fading estimate realizations. The argument to derive (46)
follows from [39], where LMMSE channel estimation
is used at the receiver to derive a lower bound to
the blockwise-ergodic capacity. In this blockwise-ergodic
setup, the block length J is finite, and the capacity
expression is obtained via coding over infinitely many
blocks, where the estimate Ĥ and the error (H − Ĥ)
have uncorrelated statistics over these many blocks. A
lower bound to the blockwise-ergodic capacity can then
be obtained using the steps in [40, Sec. III] via averaging
over all states of fading and its corresponding estimate.
It is not clear whether the technique in [39] can directly
be applied to non-ergodic fading channels. As opposed
to coding over infinitely many blocks, in a quasi-static
channel, coding is performed for only one block and
the block length J is taken to infinity to recover the
information outage probability [4], [25]. During a single
block, both fading H and fading estimate Ĥ are constant.
Hence, rate (46) may not be an accurate lower bound
to the instantaneous mutual information for the block of
interest as both H and Ĥ are constant within a single
block alone. It therefore follows that for fixed fading and
fading estimate realizations, there is no guarantee that
transmitting codeword at rate R = I(H, Ĥ, P )−ε for any
ε > 0 has a vanishing error probability as the block length
J tends to infinity. This is in contrast with Igmi(H, Ĥ, P )
for which the achievability has been proven in [22].

• For some H and Ĥ , we may find I(H, Ĥ, P ) that is
larger than the perfect-CSIR mutual information

I(H,P ) = log2

(
1 + P |H|2

)
. (49)

We illustrate this in Fig. 3 where we assume power
P = 1 and fading realization H = 1, and we use
estimation (43) to compute the density of Igmi(H, Ĥ, P )

and I(H, Ĥ, P ).4 For a given H = 1, the probability
that I(H, Ĥ, P ) is greater than I(H,P ) is non zero,
which implies that rate (46) violates the data-processing
inequality. This result indirectly disproves the achievabil-
ity of I(H, Ĥ, P ), in contrast to Igmi(H, Ĥ, P ), which
is always smaller than I(H,P ) as shown in [22], [23],
[41].

• It is not clear whether modeling Z ′ in (45) as a signal-
independent Gaussian noise would still yield the correct
exponent for discrete inputs.

C. Comments on Continuous Input Distributions

We have considered Gaussian inputs for our outage expo-
nent analysis as motivated by the fact that Gaussian inputs are
optimal (i.e., capacity-achieving) for the channel in (3) when
perfect CSIR is available. However, when only noisy CSIR is
known, Gaussian inputs may no longer be optimal.

We can show using (15) that the outage exponent for
Gaussian inputs is a lower bound to the outage exponent
for some input distributions satisfying certain conditions. We
first assume that the input vector is i.i.d. over all transmit
antennas and all channel uses and is such that �

[
|X|2

]
= 1.

The expression in (15) (in natural-base logarithm) can be
decomposed into two terms as follows

Igmi
b (s,Hb, V̂b,Pb) =

�

[
log Qs

(
Y , V̂b,X

)∣∣∣Hb, V̂b,Pb
]

− �
[
log �

[
Qs
(
Y , V̂b,X

′
)∣∣∣Y ,Hb, V̂b,Pb]∣∣∣Hb, V̂b,Pb

]
.

(50)

Evaluating the first term of the RHS of (50) yields

�

[
log Qs

(
Y , V̂b,X

)∣∣∣Hb, V̂b,Pb
]

= −s�
[∥∥∥(HbP

1
2

b − V̂b
)
X + Z

∥∥∥2
∣∣∣∣Hb, V̂b,Pb

]
(51)

= −s
(
nr + �

[∥∥∥ÊbX
∥∥∥2
∣∣∣∣Hb, V̂b,Pb

])
(52)

≥ −s
(
nr + �

[∥∥∥Êb

∥∥∥2

F
‖X‖2

∣∣∣∣Hb, V̂b,Pb

])
(53)

= −s
(
nr + nt

∥∥∥Êb

∥∥∥2

F

)
(54)

where the inequality is due to the property ‖Ax‖2F ≤ ‖A‖2F ·
‖x‖2 [42, Sec. 5.6]. The first expectation in the second term
of the RHS of (50) can be evaluated as follows

�

[
Qs
(
Y , V̂b,X

′
)∣∣∣Y ,Hb, V̂b,Pb]

=

∫
x′
PX(x′)e−s‖Y −V̂bx

′‖2dx′. (55)

Then, if the input probability density function (PDF) can be

4The setup of H = 1 is for illustration purpose. By continuity argument,
the phenomenon of I(H, Ĥ, P ) > I(H,P ) can also be observed for some
ranges of H ∈ �. Over all possible H , there is a non-zero probability that
I(H, Ĥ, P ) > I(H,P ).
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bounded as

PX(x) ≤ C

πnt
e−‖x‖

2

, x ∈ �nt (56)

for some constant C > 0, independent of the SNR, then the
above expectation can be bounded as∫

x′
PX(x′)e−s‖Y −V̂bx

′‖2dx′

≤ C
∫
x′

1

πnt
e−‖x

′‖2e−s‖Y −V̂bx
′‖2dx′ (57)

=
C

det
(

Inr
+ sV̂bV̂

†
b

)exp

(
−sY †

(
Inr

+ sV̂bV̂
†
b

)−1

Y

)
.

(58)

It follows that with s > 0, Igmi
b (s,Hb, V̂b,Pb) can be lower-

bounded as

Igmi
b (s,Hb, V̂b,Pb)

≥ log det
(

Inr
+ sV̂bV̂

†
b

)
− logC − s

(
nr + nt

∥∥∥Êb

∥∥∥2

F

)
+ �

[
sY †

(
Inr

+ sV̂bV̂
†
b

)−1

Y

]
. (59)

The RHS of (59) is similar to Igmi
b (s,Hb, V̂b,Pb) for Gaussian

inputs, except for the extra terms − logC and nt in nt‖Êb‖2F
(nt is replaced by 1 for Gaussian inputs). However, since those
terms do not depend on the SNR, they do not affect the outage
exponent. Then, noting that the outage exponent for Gaussian
inputs derived using GMI upper and lower bounds is tight (as
given in Theorems 1, 2 and 3), it follows that for any input
distribution meeting the condition (56), the outage exponent
is lower-bounded by the outage exponent for Gaussian inputs.
It is not yet clear whether this lower bound is tight because
solving the GMI upper bound for input distributions such that
(56) holds remains a challenge.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have studied the effects of imperfect CSI on the
performance of data transmission over MIMO block-fading
channels. In particular, we derived the outage exponent as a
function of CSIR and CSIT noise variances, ε̂2 = P−(d̂e−1)

and ε̃2 = P−d̃e , where P is the average data SNR. We have
demonstrated that even in the non-ideal situations where CSI
at the transmitter and receiver is noisy, power control across
fading blocks is still capable of offering outage performance
improvements over uniform power allocation.

The results shed new light into the design of pilot-assisted
channel estimation in block-fading channels. Specifically, we
have highlighted the importance of embedding the data power
information into pilot symbols as a good design approach.
This is essential to ensure that power adaptation is not only
able to invert the channel effects up to a certain extent, but
also able to control the accuracy of CSIR via the transmitted
pilot power. These two features in turn contribute in reducing
the number of communication outages. For full non-causal
CSIT, this reduction is indicated by the outage exponent that
is a function of the CSI qualities measured by d̂e and d̃e,

and the perfect-CSIR outage exponent with uniform power
allocation du

csir. While having CSIR provides outage gains that
are linear in du

csir, investing resources to obtain CSIT yields
outage gains that scale quadratically with du

csir. For causal and
predictive CSIT, the outage exponent does not only depend on
the CSIT-error diversity d̃e and the CSIR-error diversity d̂e, but
also the CSIT delay τd or the CSIT prediction parameter τf .
The delay τd crucially determines whether causal-CSIT power
allocation can provide outage exponent improvements over
uniform power allocation. Incorporating prediction parameter
τf reveals that the outage exponent for full non-causal CSIT
can be achieved by predictive-CSIT power control provided
that τf is sufficiently large.

The outage exponents derived in this paper are the optimal
code diversity when using i.i.d. codebooks (Gaussian or dis-
crete) and a nearest neighbor decoder. In order to obtain a
potentially better outage exponent, one should consider non-
i.i.d. codebooks or different decoding strategies.

APPENDIX A
HIGH-SNR ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

A. Change of Random Variables for High-SNR Evaluation

To facilitate the analysis, we first introduce the normalized
CSIT matrix

H̄b ,
1

ε̃
H̃b. (60)

We can observe from the CSIT (4) that given Hb = Hb, H̄b is a
complex Gaussian random matrix with mean 1

ε̃Hb and entries
having a unit variance. We further observe from CSI equations
(4) and (8), and (60) that the generalized outage probability
(16) can directly be expressed in terms of Hb, Êb and H̄b.

Let Hb,r,t, Êb,r,t and H̄b,r,t be the entries of Hb, Êb
and H̄b at row r and column t. It follows from (4) and
(60) that conditioned on Hb,r,t = hb,r,t, H̄b,r,t is complex-
Gaussian distributed with mean 1

ε̃hb,r,t and variance one. For
convenience, we define magnitude-squared variables and phase
variables in Table I. From the definition in Table I, we note
that γb,r,t and ξ̂b,r,t have the exponential probability density
functions (PDFs)

f(γb,r,t) = e−γb,r,t (61)

f
(
ξ̂b,r,t

)
= P d̂e−1e−P

d̂e−1ξ̂b,r,t . (62)

Conditioned on Hb,r,t = hb,r,t, γ̄b,r,t has the non-central Chi-
square PDF

f(γ̄b,r,t|ν) = e−γ̄b,r,t−νI0
(
2
√
γ̄b,r,tν

)
(63)

where ν = 1
ε̃2 |hb,r,t|

2 = 1
ε̃2 γb,r,t is the non-centrality param-

eter and I0(·) is the zeroth order modified Bessel function of
the first kind.

For high-SNR analysis, we define transformed variables in
Table II. It follows from (61)–(63) that we have the following
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TABLE I
DEFINITION OF MAGNITUDE-SQUARED AND PHASE VARIABLES.

Magnitude-Squared Notation Phase Notation

Matrix Entry (r, t) Matrix Entry (r, t)

Γb γb,r,t , |hb,r,t|2 ΦH
b φhb,r,t , ∠hb,r,t

Ξ̂b ξ̂b,r,t , |êb,r,t|2 ΦÊ
b φêb,r,t , ∠êb,r,t

Γ̃b γ̃b,r,t , |h̃b,r,t|2 ΦH̃
b φh̃b,r,t , ∠h̃b,r,t

Γ̄b γ̄b,r,t , |h̄b,r,t|2 ΦH̄
b φh̄b,r,t , ∠h̄b,r,t

TABLE II
DEFINITION OF NORMALIZED MAGNITUDE-SQUARED VARIABLES.

Magnitude-Squared Entry (r, t) Normalized Entry (r, t)
Matrix Matrix

Γb γb,r,t , |hb,r,t|2 Ab αb,r,t , − log γb,r,t
logP

Ξ̂b ξ̂b,r,t , |êb,r,t|2 Θ̂b θ̂b,r,t , − log ξ̂b,r,t
logP

Γ̃b γ̃b,r,t , |h̃b,r,t|2 Ãb α̃b,r,t , − log γ̃b,r,t
logP

Γ̄b γ̄b,r,t , |h̄b,r,t|2 Āb ᾱb,r,t , − log γ̄b,r,t
logP

PDFs

f(αb,r,t) = log(P )P−αb,r,te−P
−αb,r,t

, (64)

f(θ̂b,r,t) = log(P )P d̂e−1−θ̂b,r,te−P
d̂e−1−θ̂b,r,t

, (65)

f(ᾱb,r,t|αb,r,t) = log(P )P−ᾱb,r,te−P
−ᾱb,r,t−P d̃e−αb,r,t

× I0
(

2P
d̃e−αb,r,t−ᾱb,r,t

2

)
. (66)

B. Asymptotic Power Allocation

We consider power allocation with a scaled identity precod-
ing matrix (6)

Pb(H̃(n(b))) =
Pb(H̃(n(b)))

nt
Int
, b = 1, . . . , B.

(67)
One can show that power allocation with constraint
�[Pb(H̃(n(b)))] ≤ BP for all b = 1, . . . , B results in an
upper bound to the outage exponent; note that this violates the
constraint (7). On the other hand, one can consider suboptimal
power allocation with �[Pb(H̃(n(b)))] ≤ P to obtain a lower
bound to the outage exponent. Let

Γ̃(n(b)) ,
[
Γ̃1, . . . , Γ̃n(b)

]
, (68)

Ã(n(b)) ,
[
Ã1, . . . , Ãn(b)

]
, (69)

ΦH̃(n(b))

,
[
ΦH̃

1 , . . . ,Φ
H̃
n(b)

]
. (70)

Then, optimal power allocation satisfies

�

[
Pb(H̃(n(b)))

]
=

∫
Γ̃(n(b))∈�n(b)·nr·nt

+ ,

ΦH̃(n(b))
∈[0,2π)n(b)·nr·nt

Pb

(
H̃(n(b))

)
f
(

Γ̃(n(b))
)

× f
(

ΦH̃(n(b))
)
dΓ̃(n(b))dΦH̃(n(b)) .

≤ P. (71)

Let Pb(H̃(n(b)))
.
= P$b . Using transformation in Table II, the

constraint on the RHS of (71) can be expressed as∫
Ã(n(b))∈�n(b)·nr·nt

+ ,

ΦH̃(n(b))
∈[0,2π)n(b)·nr·nt

P$bP−
∑n(b)

b′=1

∑nr
r=1

∑nt
t=1 α̃b′,r,t

dÃ(n(b))dΦH̃(n(b)) .
≤ P. (72)

Herein we have neglected the terms irrelevant to the outage
exponent such as the phase as f(ΦH̃(n(b))

) is uniform over
[0, 2π)n(b)·nr·nt and the interval of α̃b′,r,t < 0 as its probability
decays exponentially with P . Applying Varadhan’s lemma [43]
to (72) yields

sup
Ã(n(b))∈�n(b)·nr·nt

+ ,

ΦH̃(n(b))
∈[0,2π)n(b)·nr·nt

$b

(
Ã(n(b)),ΦH̃(n(b))

)

−
n(b)∑
b′=1

nr∑
r=1

nt∑
t=1

α̃b′,r,t

 ≤ 1. (73)

Noting that ᾱb,r,t = α̃b,r,t − d̃e as a consequence of (60), the
supremum constraint can be expressed in terms of Ā(n(b)) and
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its entries ᾱb,r,t as

sup
Ā(n(b))∈�n(b)·nr·nt

+ ,

ΦH̄(n(b))
∈[0,2π)n(b)·nr·nt

$b

(
Ā(n(b)),ΦH̄(n(b))

)

− n(b)nrntd̃e −
n(b)∑
b′=1

nr∑
r=1

nt∑
t=1

ᾱb′,r,t

 ≤ 1. (74)

The optimal power exponent $b(·, ·) minimizes Pgout(R).
Throughout the remaining parts of appendices, we will con-
sider $b(·, ·) that depends on the magnitude but not the phase,
i.e., $b(Ā(n(b))). We shall observe later in Appendices B, C
and D that this allocation does not incur loss in the terms of
outage exponent.

C. Asymptotic Outage Analysis

Let OX be the high-SNR outage set from an input alphabet
X . We have that

Pgout(R) = Pr
{
Igmi(H, V̂,P) < R

}
(75)

=

∫
OX

B∏
b=1

f
(

Γ̄b,Hb, Êb
)
dΓ̄bdHbdÊb (76)

=

∫
OX

B∏
b=1

f
(
Γ̄b
∣∣Γb) f (Γb) f

(
ΦH
b

)
f
(

Ξ̂b
)

× f
(

ΦÊ
b

)
dΓ̄bdΓbdΞ̂bdΦH

b dΦÊ
b . (77)

By transforming Γ̄b, Γb and Ξ̂b into Āb, Ab and Θ̂b as shown
in Table II, we have that

Pgout(R)
.
=

∫
OX

B∏
b=1

nr∏
r=1

nt∏
t=1

f(ᾱb,r,t|αb,r,t)f(αb,r,t)

× f(θ̂b,r,t)dᾱb,r,tdαb,r,tdθ̂b,r,tdφ
h
b,r,tdφ

ê
b,r,t (78)

where the PDFs have been expressed in terms of the entries
of the matrices. Herein the PDFs of the phases do not appear
because φhb,r,t and φêb,r,t are uniformly distributed over [0, 2π)
and hence do not affect the dot equality.

For perfect CSIR (d̂e ↑ ∞), by following the steps in [6],
we have that

Pgout(R)

.
=

∫
OX

B∏
b=1

nr∏
r=1

nt∏
t=1

f(ᾱb,r,t|αb,r,t)f(αb,r,t)dᾱb,r,tdαb,r,t

(79)
.
=

∫
OX

∏
(b,r,t):−d̃e≤ᾱb,r,t=αb,r,t−d̃e<0

(
P−αb,r,tdαb,r,t

)
×

∏
(b,r,t): ᾱb,r,t≥0,αb,r,t≥d̃e

(
P−(αb,r,t+ᾱb,r,t)dᾱb,r,tdαb,r,t

)
.

(80)

By comparing the perfect-CSIR outage (79) with the
imperfect-CSIR outage (78), we observe that the additional
density term in the imperfect-CSIR outage (78) is due to

f(θ̂b,r,t). Thus, evaluating (78) by using the joint PDF∏
b,r,t f(ᾱb,r,t|αb,r,t)f(αb,r,t) on the RHS of (80) and the PDF

f(θ̂b,r,t) on the RHS of (65) yields

Pgout(R)
.
= P dicsi (81)

.
=

∫
OX

B∏
b=1

nr∏
r=1

nt∏
t=1

f(ᾱb,r,t|αb,r,t)f(αb,r,t)

× f(θ̂b,r,t)dᾱb,r,tdαb,r,tdθ̂b,r,tdφ
h
b,r,tdφ

ê
b,r,t

(82)
.
=

∫
OX

∏
(b,r,t):−d̃e≤ᾱb,r,t=αb,r,t−d̃e<0

(
logP · e−P

−(θ̂b,r,t+1−d̂e)

× P−αb,r,t−(θ̂b,r,t+1−d̂e) dαb,r,tdθ̂b,r,tdφ
h
b,r,tdφ

ê
b,r,t

)
×

∏
(b,r,t):ᾱb,r,t≥0,αb,r,t≥d̃e

(
logP · e−P

−(θ̂b,r,t+1−d̂e)

× P−αb,r,t−ᾱb,r,t−(θ̂b,r,t+1−d̂e)dᾱb,r,tdαb,r,tdθ̂b,r,t

· dφhb,r,tdφêb,r,t
)

(83)
.
=

∫
OX

∏
(b,r,t):−d̃e≤ᾱb,r,t=αb,r,t−d̃e<0,

θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

(
P−αb,r,t−(θ̂b,r,t+1−d̂e)

· dαb,r,tdθ̂b,r,tdφhb,r,tdφêb,r,t
)

×
∏

(b,r,t): ᾱb,r,t≥0,αb,r,t≥d̃e,
θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

(
P−αb,r,t−ᾱb,r,t−(θ̂b,r,t+1−d̂e)

· dᾱb,r,tdαb,r,tdθ̂b,r,tdφhb,r,tdφêb,r,t
)

(84)

where the last dot equality follows from the proof of [21,
Lemma 3]. Applying Varadhan’s lemma [43] to the RHS of
(84) yields

dicsi = inf
A,Ā,Θ̂∈OX ∑

(b,r,t):

−d̃e≤ᾱb,r,t=αb,r,t−d̃e<0,

θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

αb,r,t +
(
θ̂b,r,t + 1− d̂e

)

+
∑

(b,r,t):
ᾱb,r,t≥0,

αb,r,t≥d̃e,
θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

αb,r,t + ᾱb,r,t +
(
θ̂b,r,t + 1− d̂e

).

(85)

D. GMI Bounds, Outage Sets and Outage Exponents

For a given input distribution, evaluating the exact GMI (14)
and thus the exact OX analytically may be infeasible due to
the optimization over s > 0 across B fading blocks. Therefore,
non-trivial upper and lower bounds are relevant in the analysis.

A GMI upper bound can be obtained by exchanging the
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supremum and the average on the RHS of (14), i.e.,

Igmi(H, V̂,P) ≤ 1

B

B∑
b=1

sup
s>0

Igmi
b (s,Hb, V̂b,Pb). (86)

By letting

Igmi
b (Hb, V̂b,Pb) , sup

s>0
Igmi
b (s,Hb, V̂b,Pb), (87)

we may represent the GMI upper bound on the RHS of (86)
as

Igmi(H, V̂,P) ,
1

B

B∑
b=1

Igmi
b (Hb, V̂b,Pb). (88)

This upper bound leads to the exact GMI in a number of
cases, e.g., when the optimizing s on the RHS of (86) does
not depend on Pb, Hb and V̂b or when B = 1 (quasi-static
channel). Also, for SISO quasi-static channels with Gaussian
inputs, the optimal value of s can be found analytically. Using
Igmi(H, V̂,P), we can then define an equivalent outage set with
GMI upper bound as

OX ,
{

H, V̂,P : Igmi(H, V̂,P) < R
}

(89)

to find an upper bound to the outage exponent in (85).
An important feature of the GMI upper bound (86) is

that the rate per block Igmi
b (Hb, V̂b,Pb) is a non-decreasing

function of the transmit power coefficient Pb(H̃(n(b))) at high
SNR [21, Apps. C and D]. It thus follows that using the
maximum power exponent satisfying (74), i.e.,

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
= 1 + n(b)nrntd̃e +

n(b)∑
b′=1

nr∑
r=1

nt∑
t=1

ᾱb′,r,t (90)

for Igmi
b (Hb, V̂b,Pb) leads to a valid upper bound5 to the

outage exponent for a given supremum constraint (74).
A GMI lower bound can be obtained by choosing a partic-

ular s. As shown in [21, App. D] a good choice is

ŝ =
B

Bnr +
∑B
b=1

∥∥∥Êb

∥∥∥2

F

(91)

=
B

Bnr +
∑B
b=1

∑nr

r=1

∑nt

t=1 |êb,r,t|
2
. (92)

We thus have a lower bound

Igmi(H, V̂,P) ≥ 1

B

B∑
b=1

Igmi
b (ŝ,Hb, V̂b,Pb) , Igmi(H, V̂,P).

(93)
Then, using Igmi(H, V̂,P), we can define an equivalent outage
set with GMI lower bound as

OX ,
{

H, V̂,P : Igmi(H, V̂,P) < R
}

(94)

to find a lower bound to the outage exponent in (85). Note
that the rate per block Igmi

b (ŝ,Hb, V̂b,Pb) depends not only
on the CSIR error for the current block Êb, but also on the

5In general, the resulting upper bound may be loose with respect to the
exact outage exponent. However, in this paper, we will show later that this
upper bound is sufficient as it coincides with a lower bound.

CSIR error for the other blocks Êb′ for all b′ 6= b due to the
factor of ŝ.

APPENDIX B
FULL-CSIT POWER ALLOCATION

Initial steps to derive outage exponents have been outlined
in Appendix A. The key parameters are the power exponent
$b (·) satisfying the constraint (74), the outage-exponent ex-
pression in (85) and the technique to find the high-SNR outage
bounds, cf. Appendix A-D.

For full non-causal CSIT, we have n(b) = B, b = 1, . . . , B
and the maximum power exponent (90) becomes

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
= 1 +Bnrntd̃e +

B∑
b′=1

nr∑
r=1

nt∑
t=1

ᾱb′,r,t. (95)

Using this maximum power exponent, we shall prove in the
following that upper and lower bounds to the outage exponent
are tight. For identification, superscript f will be used to
indicate full non-causal-CSIT results.

Before presenting the details of the proof, we first note from
[21, Apps. C and D] that it suffices to consider solving the
outage exponent for discrete constellations of alphabet size
|X | = 2M . The proof for Gaussian constellations with constant
R independent of the SNR (such that the multiplexing gain
tends to zero) follows along the same lines as that for discrete
constellations with a sufficiently large alphabet size such that
M ≥ BR. Thus, for the remaining part of this appendix, we
shall focus on the outage set OX and its bounds for discrete
constellations.

A. GMI Upper Bound

Replacing the outage set OX in the infimum of (85) with
OX in (89) yields an upper bound to the outage exponent

d̄f
icsi = inf

A,Ā,Θ̂∈OX ∑
(b,r,t):

−d̃e≤ᾱb,r,t=αb,r,t−d̃e<0,

θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

αb,r,t +
(
θ̂b,r,t + 1− d̂e

)

+
∑

(b,r,t):
ᾱb,r,t≥0,

αb,r,t≥d̃e,
θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

αb,r,t + ᾱb,r,t +
(
θ̂b,r,t + 1− d̂e

).

(96)

Using $b(Ā(n(b))) in (95) and following the derivation in [21,
App. C], we can express OX for discrete constellations of size
|X | = 2M as

OX =

{
A, Ā, Θ̂ ∈ �Bnr×nt :

B∑
b=1

κ̄b <
BR

M

}
(97)
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where we have defined, for some ε, δ > 0, the following
variables

κb ,
∣∣∣S(ε,δ)

b

∣∣∣ , (98)

S(ε,δ)

b ,
nr⋃
r=1

S(ε,δ)

b,r , (99)

S(ε,δ)

b,r ,

{
t :
{
{αb,r,t ≤ $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ ε}

∩ {αb,r,t ≤ θ̂b,r,t +$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ δ}

}
∪
{
{αb,r,t ≤ $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ ε}

∩ {αb,r,t > θ̂b,r,t +$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ δ}

∩ Qb,r,t
}
, t = 1, . . . , nt

}
, (100)

Qb,r,t ,
{
φhb,r,t, φ

ê
b,r,t ∈ [0, 2π) : cos

(
φêb,r,t − φhb,r,t

)
> 0
}
.

(101)

Increasing θ̂b,r,t increases both the objective function on the
RHS of (96) and the threshold for αb,r,t in (100). Hence, the
infimum solutions for θ̂b,r,t, b = 1, . . . , B, r = 1, . . . , nr,
t = 1, . . . , nt on the RHS of (96) are given by d̂e − 1.

We next solve for αb,r,t and ᾱb,r,t that attain the infimum
on the RHS of (96). By noting that θ̂b,r,t = d̂e − 1, assume
without loss of generality that for each r = 1, . . . , nr,

αb,r,t > $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ min

(
ε, d̂e − 1 + δ

)
, bB + t >

BR

M
(102)

if Qb,r,t does not occur, and

αb,r,t > $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ ε, bB + t >

BR

M
(103)

if Qb,r,t occurs. Since the argument on the RHS of (96) is
increasing with αb,r,t and since with

π

2
≤ φêb,r,t − φhb,r,t ≤

3π

2
, (104)

the event Qb,r,t does not occur, it follows that the infimum is
achieved with

αb,r,t =


$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ min

(
ε, d̂e − 1 + δ

)
,

if bB + t > BR
M

0, otherwise.
(105)

Depending on the values of d̂e and $b(Ā(n(b))), we have the
following cases.

• Case 1: ε ≤ d̂e − 1 + δ
We first note that for bB + t ≤ BR

M , the values of αb,r,t
attaining the infimum are given by zero and thus belong
to {(b, r, t) : −d̃e ≤ ᾱb,r,t = αb,r,t − d̃e < 0}. This
implies that the values for ᾱb,r,t, bB + t ≤ BR

M attaining
the infimum are given by −d̃e.
For (b′′, r′′, t′′) and b′′B + t′′ > BR

M , if (b′′, r′′, t′′)

belongs to {(b, r, t) : −d̃e ≤ ᾱb,r,t = αb,r,t − d̃e < 0},

we have that

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ ε

= 1 + ε+ (Bnrnt − 1)d̃e + αb′′,r′′,t′′

+
∑

(b′,r,t)6=(b′′,r′′,t′′)

ᾱb′,r,t (106)

≥ αb′′,r′′,t′′ . (107)

This in conjunction with equations (98)–(100) implies
that the constraint in (97) can never be met. As such
(b′′, r′′, t′′) for b′′B+ t′′ > BR

M must belong to {(b, r, t) :

ᾱb,r,t ≥ 0, αb,r,t ≥ d̃e}. In this case, since $b(Ā(n(b)))
increases with ᾱb,r,t, the values of ᾱb,r,t that solve the
infimum in (96) are given by

ᾱb,r,t =

{
0, for bB + t > BR

M

−d̃e, otherwise
(108)

and results in

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
= 1 + nr

(
1 +

⌊
B

(
nt −

R

M

)⌋)
d̃e.

(109)
Putting all relevant values of αb,r,t, ᾱb,r,t and θ̂b,r,t for
Case 1 to the RHS of (96) yields

d̄f
icsi = dB(R)

(
1 + dB(R)d̃e + ε

)
(110)

where we have defined the Singleton bound [44]

dB(R) , nr

(
1 +

⌊
B

(
nt −

R

M

)⌋)
. (111)

• Case 2: ε > d̂e − 1 + δ
Similarly to Case 1, we first note that for bB+ t ≤ BR

M ,
the values of αb,r,t attaining the infimum are given by
zero. This implies that the values for ᾱb,r,t, bB+t ≤ BR

M

attaining the infimum are given by −d̃e.
We continue by considering the case of bB+t > BR

M . For
any (b′′, r′′, t′′) such that b′′B + t′′ > BR

M , if (b′′, r′′, t′′)

belongs to {(b′′, r′′, t′′) : −d̃e ≤ ᾱb′′,r′′,t′′ = αb′′,r′′,t′′ −
d̃e < 0}, we have that

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ d̂e − 1 + δ

= d̂e + δ + (Bnrnt − 1)d̃e + αb′′,r′′,t′′

+
∑

(b′,r,t)6=(b′′,r′′,t′′)

ᾱb′,r,t (112)

≥ αb′′,r′′,t′′ . (113)

Similarly to Case 1, this in conjunction with equations
(98)–(100) implies that the constraint in (97) can never
be met. As such, (b′′, r′′, t′′) for b′′B + t′′ > BR

M must
belong to {(b′′, r′′, t′′) : ᾱb′′,r′′,t′′ ≥ 0, αb′′,r′′,t′′ ≥ d̃e}
and the values of ᾱb,r,t that solve the infimum in (96) are
therefore given by zero. Thus, the infimum in (96) can
be attained with

ᾱb,r,t =

{
0, for bB + t > BR

M

−d̃e, otherwise,
(114)
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which results in

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
= 1 + dB(R)d̃e. (115)

This yields

d̄f
icsi = dB(R)

(
d̂e + dB(R)d̃e + δ

)
. (116)

From Cases 1 and 2, by letting ε, δ ↓ 0, we have an upper
bound to the outage exponent

d̄f
icsi = dB(R)

(
min(1, d̂e) + dB(R)d̃e

)
. (117)

B. GMI Lower Bound
Replacing OX in (85) with OX in (94) yields a lower bound

df
icsi ≤ df

icsi where

df
icsi = inf

A,Ā,Θ̂∈OX ∑
(b,r,t):

−d̃e≤ᾱb,r,t=αb,r,t−d̃e<0,

θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

αb,r,t +
(
θ̂b,r,t + 1− d̂e

)

+
∑

(b,r,t):
ᾱb,r,t≥0,

αb,r,t≥d̃e,
θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

αb,r,t + ᾱb,r,t +
(
θ̂b,r,t + 1− d̂e

).

(118)

In the following, we solve df
icsi using the same power exponent

$b(Ā(n(b))) used to derive the upper bound (cf. (95)), i.e.,

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
= 1 +Bnrntd̃e +

B∑
b′=1

nr∑
r=1

nt∑
t=1

ᾱb′,r,t, b = 1, . . . , B

(119)

and show that this exponent yields df
icsi = d̄f

icsi. Following the
derivation in [21, App. C], we can express OX in (94) for
discrete constellations of size |X | = 2M as

OX =

{
A, Ā, Θ̂ ∈ �Bnr×nt :

B∑
b=1

κb <
BR

M

}
(120)

where we have defined, for some ε, δ > 0, the following
variables

κb ,
∣∣∣S(ε,δ)
b

∣∣∣ , (121)

S(ε,δ)
b ,

nr⋃
r=1

S(ε,δ)
b,r , (122)

S(ε,δ)
b,r ,

{
t : {αb,r,t < $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
− ε}

∩ {αb,r,t < θ̂min +$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
− δ},

t = 1, . . . , nt

}
, (123)

θ̂min , min{θ̂1,1,1, . . . , θ̂B,nr,nt
}. (124)

We observe from (118) and (123) that increasing θ̂min

increases both the objective function in (118) and the threshold
for αb,r,t in (123). Thus, the value of θ̂min that solves the
infimum (118) is given by d̂e − 1. Since for any b, r, t we
have θ̂b,r,t ≥ θ̂min, the values of θ̂b,r,t that solve the infimum
are also given by d̂e − 1 as they do not appear in OX .

We next solve αb,r,t and ᾱb,r,t that attain the infimum on the
RHS of (118). To accomplish this, we compare S(ε,δ)

b,r in (123)

with S(ε,δ)

b,r in (100). There are two main differences between

S(ε,δ)
b,r and S(ε,δ)

b,r . Firstly, in the set S(ε,δ)
b,r , we have θ̂min as the

threshold for αb,r,t instead of θb,r,t in the set S(ε,δ)

b,r . However,
since the value of θ̂min that solves the infimum in (118) is also
given by d̂e − 1 (same as the value of θ̂b,r,t that solves the
infimum in (96)), this difference will not contrast the resulting
infimum in (96) and (118). Secondly, we have an additional
term in the set S(ε,δ)

b,r that depends on the phases φhb,r,t and
φêb,r,t, i.e.,{
{αb,r,t ≤ $b + ε} ∩ {αb,r,t > θ̂b,r,t + δ} ∩ Qb,r,t

}
(125)

where

Qb,r,t =
{
φhb,r,t, φ

ê
b,r,t ∈ [0, 2π) : cos

(
φêb,r,t − φhb,r,t

)
> 0
}
.

(126)
The infimum solution in (96) is obtained when the event Qb,r,t
does not occur.

It follows that since the infimum solutions for both θ̂min and
θ̂b,r,t are identical and the set (125) is not active in solving
the infimum in (96), the result for the infimum (118) has a
similar form to that for (96), i.e.,

df
icsi = dB(R)

(
min(1− ε, d̂e − δ) + dB(R)d̃e

)
(127)

where dB(R) has been defined in (111). By letting ε, δ ↓ 0,
combining (117) with (127) completes the proof of Theorem
1.

APPENDIX C
CAUSAL-CSIT POWER ALLOCATION

For causal CSIT, we have n(b) = b− τd. The exponent of
the optimal power allocation policy must satisfy the constraint
(74). To analyze the outage exponent, we use the maximum
power exponent satisfying (74), i.e.,

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
= 1 +

b−τd∑
b′=1

nr∑
r=1

nt∑
t=1

(
ᾱb′,r,t + d̃e

)
(128)

for both GMI upper and lower bounds in Appendix A-D. In
the subsections that follow, we show that using $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
in (128), we obtain tight outage exponent bounds.

Similarly to Appendix B, we note that it suffices to consider
solving the outage exponent for discrete inputs with alphabet
size |X | = 2M . For identification, superscript c will be used
to indicate causal-CSIT results.

A. GMI upper bound

An upper bound to the outage exponent with causal CSIT
d̄c

icsi has a similar expression to the one with full non-causal
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CSIT (cf. equation (96)), i.e.,

d̄c
icsi = inf

A,Ā,Θ̂∈OX ∑
(b,r,t):

−d̃e≤ᾱb,r,t=αb,r,t−d̃e<0,

θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

αb,r,t +
(
θ̂b,r,t + 1− d̂e

)

+
∑

(b,r,t):
ᾱb,r,t≥0,

αb,r,t≥d̃e,
θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

αb,r,t + ᾱb,r,t +
(
θ̂b,r,t + 1− d̂e

),

(129)

where OX is now obtained using the power exponent
$b(Ā(n(b))) in (128) instead of the one in (95). We can express
OX as

OX =

{
A, Ā, Θ̂ ∈ �Bnr×nt :

B∑
b=1

κb <
BR

M

}
(130)

where we have defined the following

κb ,
∣∣∣S(ε,δ)

b

∣∣∣ , (131)

S(ε,δ)

b ,
nr⋃
r=1

S(ε,δ)

b,r , (132)

S(ε,δ)

b,r ,

{
t :
{
{αb,r,t ≤ $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ ε}

∩ {αb,r,t ≤ θ̂b,r,t +$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ δ}

}
∪
{
{αb,r,t ≤ $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ ε}

∩ {αb,r,t > θ̂b,r,t +$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ δ}

∩ Qb,r,t
}
, t = 1, . . . , nt

}
, (133)

Qb,r,t ,
{
φhb,r,t, φ

ê
b,r,t ∈ [0, 2π) : cos

(
φêb,r,t − φhb,r,t

)
> 0
}

(134)

for some ε, δ > 0.

To solve the infimum in (129), we first define the following

d‡ , Bnt −
⌈
BR

M

⌉
+ 1. (135)

Following the same argument used in Appendix B-A, the
infimum solutions for θ̂b,r,t, for all b, r, t in (129) are given
by d̂e − 1.

We next solve αb,r,t and ᾱb,r,t attaining the infimum in
(129). For each r = 1, . . . , nr, assume, without loss of
generality, the following conditions that make the constraint

in OX tight

αb,r,t > $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ min

(
ε, d̂e − 1 + δ

)
,(

φhb,r,t, φ
ê
b,r,t

)
/∈ Qb,r,t, bnt + t ≤ d‡, (136)

αb,r,t ≤ $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ min

(
ε, d̂e − 1 + δ

)
,

bnt + t > d‡. (137)

Thus, the infimum in (129) is achieved with αb,r,t equal to

αb,r,t = ϑ̄b,r,t =


$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ min

(
ε, d̂e − 1 + δ

)
,

for bnt + t ≤ d‡

0, for bnt + t > d‡.

(138)

For b = 1, . . . , τd, we have $b(Ā(n(b))) = 1 due to the causal-
ity of the CSIT. The exponent $b(Ā(n(b))) sets a threshold for
αb,r,t in (133) (deep-fade threshold). Since increasing ᾱb′,r,t,
b′ = 1, . . . , b−τd increases both $b(Ā(n(b))) and the objective
function in (129), it follows that the solutions for ᾱb,r,t that
attain the infimum in (129) are given by

ᾱb,r,t =

{
ϑ̄b,r,t − d̃e, if ϑ̄b,r,t < d̃e

0, if ϑ̄b,r,t ≥ d̃e
(139)

which can also be written as

ᾱb,r,t = min
(
ϑ̄b,r,t − d̃e, 0

)
. (140)

Using these ᾱb,r,t, we have that for b = τd + 1, . . . , B,

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
= 1 +

b−τd∑
b′=1

nr∑
r=1

nt∑
t=1

min
(
ϑ̄b′,r,t, d̃e

)
. (141)

Let
b̂ = max

{b: bnt≤d‡}
b. (142)

It follows from (138)–(141) that by letting ε, δ ↓ 0, the
infimum in (129) is given by

d̄c
icsi = ntnr

b̂∑
b=1

ϑ̄b + nr

(
d‡ − b̂nt

)
ϑ̄b̂+1 (143)

where for b = 1, . . . ,min(τd, b̂+ 1)

ϑ̄b = min(1, d̂e) (144)

and for b = min(τd, b̂+ 1) + 1, . . . , b̂+ 1

ϑ̄b = min(1, d̂e) + nrnt

b−τd∑
b′=1

min
(
ϑ̄b′ , d̃e

)
. (145)

B. GMI Lower Bound

A lower bound to the outage exponent with causal CSIT
dc

icsi has an equivalent expression to the one with full non-
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causal CSIT (cf. equation (118)), i.e.,

dc
icsi = inf

A,Ā,Θ̂∈OX ∑
(b,r,t):

−d̃e≤ᾱb,r,t=αb,r,t−d̃e<0,

θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

αb,r,t +
(
θ̂b,r,t + 1− d̂e

)

+
∑

(b,r,t):
ᾱb,r,t≥0,

αb,r,t≥d̃e,
θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

αb,r,t + ᾱb,r,t +
(
θ̂b,r,t + 1− d̂e

)
(146)

where now OX is characterized by power exponent
$b(Ā(n(b))) satisfying the constraint (74) and accounting for
n(b) = b− τd. Following the derivation in [21, App. D] , we
can express OX for discrete constellations of size |X | = 2M

and causal-CSIT power allocation as

OX =

{
A, Ā, Θ̂ ∈ �Bnr×nt :

B∑
b=1

κb <
BR

M

}
. (147)

Here we have

κb ,
∣∣∣S(ε,δ)
b

∣∣∣ , (148)

S(ε,δ)
b ,

nr⋃
r=1

S(ε,δ)
b,r , (149)

S(ε,δ)
b,r ,

{
t : {αb,r,t < $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
− ε}

∩ {αb,r,t < θ̂min +$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
− δ},

t = 1, . . . , nt

}
(150)

where we have defined θ̂min , {θ̂1,1,1, . . . , θ̂B,nr,nt
}.

Using maximum power exponent $b(Ā(n(b))) in (128), a
lower bound to the outage exponent can be obtained by solving
θ̂b,r,t, αb,r,t and ᾱb,r,t that attain the infimum in (146). Since
increasing θ̂min increases the threshold for αb,r,t in (150), the
values of θ̂min achieving the infimum (146) are given by d̂e−
1. Following the same argument in Appendix B-B, all other
values of θ̂b,r,t attaining the infimum are also given by d̂e−1.

We continue by solving αb,r,t and ᾱb,r,t on the RHS of
(146) by noting that θ̂min = d̂e−1. For r = 1, . . . , nr, assume,
without loss of generality, the following conditions that make
the constraint OX tight

αb,r,t > $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ min

(
−ε, d̂e − 1− δ

)
,

for bnt + t ≤ d‡, (151)

αb,r,t ≤ $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ min

(
−ε, d̂e − 1− δ

)
,

for bnt + t > d‡ (152)

where d‡ has been defined in (135). We can then see that the

infimum (146) can be achieved with αb,r,t equal to

αb,r,t = ϑb,r,t =


$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ min

(
−ε, d̂e − 1− δ

)
,

for bnt + t ≤ d‡

0, for bnt + t > d‡.

(153)

For b = 1, . . . , τd, we have $b(Ā(n(b))) = 1 and thus

ϑb,r,t = min(1− ε, d̂e − δ), b = 1, . . . , τd. (154)

We next evaluate the infimum solutions for αb,r,t and ᾱb,r,t
for all b = 1, . . . , B by analyzing $b(Ā(n(b))). The power
exponent $b(Ā(n(b))) sets a threshold for αb,r,t in (150). Since
increasing ᾱb′,r,t, b′ = 1, . . . , b−τd increases both $b(Ā(n(b)))
and the objective function in (146), it follows that the solutions
for ᾱb′,r,t attaining the infimum in (146) are given by

ᾱb′,r,t =

{
ϑb′,r,t − d̃e, if ϑb′,r,t < d̃e

0, if ϑb′,r,t ≥ d̃e
(155)

which can also be written as

ᾱb′,r,t = min
(
ϑb′,r,t − d̃e, 0

)
. (156)

Using these ᾱb′,r,t, we have that for b = τd + 1, . . . , B

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
= 1 +

b−τd∑
b′=1

nr∑
r=1

nt∑
t=1

min
(
ϑb′,r,t, d̃e

)
. (157)

Combining (157) and (154) with (153) provides complete
solutions for αb,r,t that attain the infimum in (146).

Recall that d‡ and b̂ are defined in (135) and (142),
respectively. It follows from (153)–(157) that the infimum in
(146) is given by

dc
icsi = ntnr

b̂∑
b=1

ϑb + nr

(
d‡ − b̂nt

)
ϑb̂+1 (158)

where for b = 1, . . . ,min(τd, b̂+ 1)

ϑb = min(1− ε, d̂e − δ) (159)

and for b = min(τd, b̂+ 1) + 1, . . . , b̂+ 1

ϑb = min(1− ε, d̂e − δ) + nrnt

b−τd∑
b′=1

min
(
ϑb′ , d̃e

)
. (160)

By letting ε, δ ↓ 0, we can see that the lower bound (158)
coincides with the upper bound (143), completing the proof
of Theorem 2.
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APPENDIX D
PREDICTIVE-CSIT POWER ALLOCATION

For predictive CSIT, we have n(b) = b+ τf . The exponent
of the optimal power allocation must satisfy (74), i.e.,

sup
Ā(n(b))∈�n(b)·nr·nt

+ ,

ΦH̄(n(b))
∈[0,2π)n(b)·nr·nt

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)

−
min(B,b+τf )∑

b′=1

nr∑
r=1

nt∑
t=1

(ᾱb′,r,t + d̃e)

 ≤ 1. (161)

Here we have incorporated min(B, b+τf) to limit only fading
estimates for the current codeword as fading matrices beyond
the current codeword do not affect the current transmission.

Similarly to Appendix B, we note that it suffices to consider
solving the outage exponent for discrete inputs with alphabet
size |X | = 2M . In the following, superscript p is used to
indicate predictive-CSIT results.

A. GMI Upper Bound

An upper bound to the outage exponent with predictive
CSIT d̄p

icsi has a similar expression to the one with full non-
causal CSIT (cf. equation (96)), i.e.,

d̄p
icsi = inf

A,Ā,Θ̂∈OX ∑
(b,r,t):

−d̃e≤ᾱb,r,t=αb,r,t−d̃e<0,

θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

αb,r,t +
(
θ̂b,r,t + 1− d̂e

)

+
∑

(b,r,t):
ᾱb,r,t≥0,

αb,r,t≥d̃e,
θ̂b,r,t≥d̂e−1

αb,r,t + ᾱb,r,t +
(
θ̂b,r,t + 1− d̂e

)
(162)

where the set OX is now obtained using power exponent $b(·)
that satisfies the constraint (161). As argued in Appendix A-D,
to derive an upper bound to the outage exponent based on OX ,
we use the maximum power exponent satisfying the constraint
(161), namely

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
= 1 +

min(B,b+τf )∑
b′=1

nr∑
r=1

nt∑
t=1

(
ᾱb′,r,t + d̃e

)
.

(163)

For discrete constellations of size |X | = 2M , we can express
OX with predictive-CSIT power exponent as

OX =

{
A, Ā, Θ̂ ∈ �Bnr×nt :

B∑
b=1

κb <
BR

M

}
(164)

where κb = |S(ε,δ)

b | and S(ε,δ)

b =
⋃nr

r=1 S
(ε,δ)

b,r are all defined
in (98) and (99) but with $b(Ā(n(b))) given in (163).

We next evaluate the solutions for θ̂b,r,t, αb,r,t and ᾱb,r,t that
achieve the infimum in (162). Following the same argument
in Appendix B, the infimum solutions for θ̂b,r,t are given by
d̂e− 1. As $b(Ā(n(b))) is non-decreasing with b, without loss
of generality, for each r = 1, . . . , nr, assume the following
conditions6

αb,r,t > $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ min

(
ε, d̂e − 1 + δ

)
,(

φhb,r,t, φ
ê
b,r,t

)
/∈ Qb,r,t, bnt + t ≤ d‡, (165)

αb,r,t ≤ $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ min

(
ε, d̂e − 1 + δ

)
,

bnt + t > d‡ (166)

that satisfy OX with a tight inequality in the constraint. Herein
we have recalled the definition of d‡ in (135), namely

d‡ , Bnt −
⌈
BR

M

⌉
+ 1. (167)

Then, as $b(Ā(n(b))) is non-decreasing with b, the infimum in
(162) is achieved with

αb,r,t = η̄b,r,t =


$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ min

(
ε, d̂e − 1 + δ

)
,

for bnt + t ≤ d‡

0, for bnt + t > d‡.

(168)

From these αb,r,t values, we can determine the solutions for
ᾱb,r,t by looking at either the set {(b, r, t) : −d̃e ≤ ᾱb,r,t =
αb,r,t − d̃e < 0} or {(b, r, t) : ᾱb,r,t ≥ 0, αb,r,t ≥ d̃e}. Since
increasing ᾱb′,r,t, b′ = 1, . . . ,min(B, b + τf) increases both
$b(Ā(n(b))) and the objective function in (146), it follows that
the solutions for ᾱb′,r,t attaining the infimum in (146) are given
by

ᾱb′,r,t =

{
η̄b′,r,t − d̃e, if η̄b′,r,t < d̃e

0, if η̄b′,r,t ≥ d̃e
(169)

which can be written as

ᾱb′,r,t = min
(
η̄b′,r,t − d̃e, 0

)
. (170)

When η̄b,r,t = 0, we have ᾱb,r,t = −d̃e; when η̄b,r,t =
$b(Ā(n(b)))+min(ε, d̂e−1+δ), we have ᾱb,r,t = 0 to achieve
the infimum in (162).7 Thus, as a consequence of (168), the
infimum solutions for ᾱb,r,t are given by

ᾱb,r,t =

{
0, for bnt + t ≤ d‡

−d̃e, for bnt + t > d‡.
(171)

The values of $b(Ā(n(b))) when ᾱb,r,t attaining the infimum
in (162) are then given by

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
=

{
1 + ntnr (b+ τf) d̃e, b+ τf ≤ b̂
1 + nrd

‡d̃e, b+ τf > b̂
(172)

6Noting that κb, S(ε,δ)b and S(ε,δ)b,r are similarly defined to the ones in
(98)–(100) but with $b(Ā(n(b))) given in (163).

7If αb,r,t = $b(Ā(n(b))) + min(ε, d̂e − 1 + δ), then ᾱb,r,t must belong
to {(b, r, t) : ᾱb,r,t ≥ 0, αb,r,t ≥ d̃e, θ̂b,r,t ≥ d̂e} since otherwise there is
no solution for the infimum in (162).
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where b̂ has been defined in (142), namely

b̂ = max
{b: bnt≤d‡}

b. (173)

It follows from (168) (by letting ε, δ ↓ 0) and from (175)
that the infimum solutions for αb,r,t are given by

αb,r,t =

{
η̄b, for bnt + t ≤ d‡

0, for bnt + t > d‡.
(174)

where we have defined η̄b as

η̄b ,

{
min(1, d̂e) + ntnr (b+ τf) d̃e, b+ τf ≤ b̂
min(1, d̂e) + nrd

‡d̃e, b+ τf > b̂.
(175)

We further observe from (171) and (162) that the sum of ᾱb,r,t
contributing to the infimum in (162) is zero. Thus, combining
the solutions for αb,r,t and ᾱb,r,t in the preceding evaluation
yields the infimum in (162) to be

d̄p
icsi = ntnr

b̂∑
b=1

η̄b + nr

(
d‡ − b̂nt

)
η̄b̂+1. (176)

B. GMI Lower Bound

Following the same explanation as in the causal-CSIT case
(Appendix C), the power exponent to prove a tight lower
bound to the outage exponent is identical to the one used to
prove the upper bound, i.e.,

$b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
= 1 +

min(B,b+τf )∑
b′=1

nr∑
r=1

nt∑
t=1

(ᾱb′,r,t + d̃e). (177)

Using this predictive-CSIT power exponent, we can then
express the set OX used to analyze a lower bound to the
outage exponent as

OX =

{
A, Ā, Θ̂ ∈ �Bnr×nt :

B∑
b=1

κb <
BR

M

}
(178)

where κb = |S(ε,δ)
b | and S(ε,δ)

b =
⋃nr

r=1 S
(ε,δ)
b,r are all defined in

(121) and (122) but with $b(Ā(n(b))) replaced by $b(Ā(n(b)))
in (177).

The evaluation of the lower bound follows along the same
line as that of the upper bound (Appendix D-A). We first
compare the high-SNR sets OX and OX corresponding to
GMI upper and lower bounds, respectively. For the GMI
upper bound (Appendix D-A), equation (165) implies that the
additional term in S(ε,δ)

b,r , i.e.,{
{αb,r,t ≤ $b

(
Ā(n(b))

)
+ ε} ∩ {αb,r,t > θ̂b,r,t + δ} ∩Qb,r,t

}
(179)

does not affect the solution for the infimum. Hence, by not
considering this additional term and by letting ε, δ ↓ 0, it is
straightforward to show that OX derived using $b(Ā(n(b))) in
(163) and OX derived using $b(Ā(n(b))) in (177) tend to be
identical. It can then be shown that the resulting lower bound
to the outage exponent coincides to the upper bound (176).
The proof for the lower bound to the outage exponent is not
reproduced here for the sake of compactness.
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